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ABSTRACT
In wireless networks, cooperative transmission is used as a
means to combat channel fading. In this system, a source
and a relay transmit each others’ messages to a common
destination using either amplify-and-forward or decode-and-
forward strategies; the protocols in cooperative transmis-
sion can also broadly be categorized as static and adap-
tive. The idea in a network-coding-based cooperative trans-
mission protocol is to allow the source and relay to com-
bine messages by a network coding operation; a modulo-
2 sum operation implements this network coding. In this
work, the performance of various decode-and-forward-based
cooperative transmission protocols without and with addi-
tional network coding is investigated. Outage probability
is used as a measure of performance, and results for sym-
metrical source-relay and source/relay-destination channels
are presented; also a source-relay-channels-based compari-
son is made. Based on these outage results, network-coding-
based protocols are found to be suitable when the source-
relay channels are unreliable; when the source-relay channels
are good, protocols without network coding perform better.
Moreover, to improve the performance of static protocols,
we have introduced a sequence of decoding at the destina-
tion, and the corresponding outage results show that these
protocols can achieve full diversity.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
E.4 [Coding and Information Theory]: Formal models
of communication; H.1.1 [Models and Principles]: Sys-
tems and Information Theory—information theory
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cooperative transmission (CT) protocols are used in wire-

less networks to combat the effects of channel fading. CT is
based on the classic relay channel system, which consists of
a source, a relay, and a destination [14]. In a typical relay
channel system setup, the source broadcasts a message to
the relay and destination in a first phase; the relay forwards
the message it has received to the destination in a second
phase. The destination decodes the source’s message based
on only the second-phase transmission by the relay1.

In CT, the source and relay have messages of their own to
transmit to a common destination. In the first phase, both
the source and relay broadcast their messages (using orthog-
onal channels) and simultaneously receive each others’ trans-
missions. In the second phase, the relay and source forward
each others’ messages received in the first phase. The des-
tination receives the four transmissions, combines identical
messages (received over different paths) and decides whether
the source’s and relay’s messages are correctly received. In
this definition of CT, the terms ‘source’ and ‘relay’ are used
loosely, as the two nodes alternate each other in these roles.
We limit our discussions to the transmission of the source’s
message only, and identical arguments hold for the relay’s
message.

We can broadly characterize CT protocols based on their
forwarding and coding strategies, and level of adaptiveness.
Amplify-and-forward and decode-and-forward are two widely
used forwarding strategies. In the amplify-and-forward (AF)
scheme, the relay receives a noisy version of the source’s mes-
sage, amplifies and re-transmits it to the destination [9]. In
the decode-and-forward (DF) schemes, the relay decodes the
source’s message, re-encodes and forwards it to the destina-
tion.

In terms of the coding strategy, the relay in the DF-based
schemes may use the same code as the source (repetition
coding as in the above example), or transmits only some ad-
ditional redundancy symbols in the form of incremental re-
dundancy (e.g. coded cooperation), or combines the source’s
message with its own message (e.g. network coding), or use

1Usually, the relay is located in the path between the source
and destination and helps to reduce the path loss.
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Figure 1: Cooperative transmission in wireless net-
works, where Xs and Xr are the source’s and relay’s
messages, respectively. Solid lines show the trans-
missions by the source and the dashed lines show
the transmissions by the relay. The superscripts
(s, r), (s, d) and (r, d) indicate the source-relay, source-
destination and relay-destination links, respectively.

some advanced coding schemes. At the destination, maxi-
mum ratio combining (MRC) is used for repetition-coding-
based schemes and code combining (CC) is performed for
incremental-redundancy-based schemes [15].

Based on their level of adaptiveness, CT protocols can
also be classified into static and adaptive protocols. In static
(or fixed) protocols, the relay always forwards the source’s
message using one of the forwarding and coding strategies
mentioned above [7, 9]. In adaptive protocols, the relay de-
cides whether to forward or not, depending on its success of
decoding the source’s message. If successful, then it may for-
ward this message; if decoding failure occurs, then the relay
has the options to switch to AF, transmit its own message,
or even to remain silent [7].

We see that by combing the three degrees of freedom (i.e.
forwarding strategy, coding strategy, and level of adaptive-
ness) one can design a variety of CT protocols, trading-off
between complexity of a protocol and its performance [7].
In the subsequent discussions, we consider static and adap-
tive protocols based on the DF forwarding strategy, and the
relay employs either repetition coding, network coding, or
coded cooperation.

In network-coding-based CT protocols, the relay combines
its own message with the source’s message by performing a
network coding operation (assuming the relay correctly de-
codes the source’s message) [3, 5, 12]. A simple modulo-2
summation implements the network coding. To study the
effect of network coding, we first review existing CT proto-
cols, introduce additional network coding in the protocols,
and do the outage probability analysis. Based on the out-
age results, performance comparisons of the protocols under
different source-relay channels condition are made; recom-
mendations under which channel conditions one protocol is
better than the other are drawn.

The other contribution of this work is on static protocols.
The pioneering work of [9] assumes that the relay should al-
ways decode the source’s message correctly, and because of
this decoding requirement, static protocols cannot achieve
full diversity. Unlike the assumption in [9], in the pres-
ence of a good source-destination link, the destination can
recover the source’s message only from the source’s first-
phase transmission. We modified the outage condition of
static protocols taking the source-destination transmission
into consideration, and the outage results show that full di-
versity can indeed be obtained.
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Relay  TX own 
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Figure 2: Timing diagram of cooperative transmis-
sion scheme. T is the total time allocated to trans-
mit N symbols, and α is the fraction of the time T
in which users allocate to phase one. In repetition-
coding-based protocols α = 1/2 and in incremental-
redundancy-based protocols 0 < α ≤ 1.

This is how the remainder of the paper is organized. In
Section 2 a brief description of the system model is made; a
review of different CT protocols and their outage analysis is
made in Section 3. In Section 4, outage probability results
are presented, and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2.1 System Model
Consider the wireless network shown in Fig. 1, with the

source ‘s’, relay ‘r’, and destination ‘d’. Xs and Xr are
the source’s and relay’s messages, respectively. In the sec-
ond phase, the relay forwards the source’s message Xs (in
the form of repetition coding, or incremental redundancy),
the network-coded message Xs ⊕ Xr, remains silent, or re-
peats its own message Xr (also in the form of repetition
or incremental redundancy), depending on the implemented
protocol.

Let the tuples (N1, T1) and (N2, T2) be the number of
transmitted symbols and the total time available in phases
one and two, respectively. To have a fair comparison, in all
CT protocols we held N and T constant, which are given by
N = N1 + N2 and T = T1 + T2, respectively. If the source
uses direct transmission to the destination (i.e. without co-
operating with the relay), then it transmits the N symbols
in time T .

In repetition-coding-based protocols, N1 = N2 = N/2
and T1 = T2 = T/2, and the baud rates (the number of
transmitted symbols per second) in the two phases N1/T1 =
N2/T2 = N/T are the same as with direct transmission. In
these protocols the symbols N1 and N2 contain the same
k information bits as the N symbols of the direct trans-
mission, and the bit rates (bits/s) in phases one and two,
respectively, are k/T1 = 2k/T and k/T2 = 2k/T , which are
double the bit rate of direct transmission k/T . This is also
true in network-coding-based protocols assuming the net-
work coding operation is done before channel coding.

In incremental-redundancy-based protocols, N1 = αN and
N2 = (1 − α)N , where α is a constant and 0 < α ≤ 1 (the
meaning of α will be explained in Section 3), and the to-
tal time T is shared in the same way. The baud rates are
the same as with repetition-coding-based protocols, but the
bit rate in phase one is k/(αT ) and after code combining
is k/T .2 We further assume that the total energy spent to

2Same baud rates in all protocols means that the same band-
width is required by all protocols. In the next section, we



transmit N symbols is the same in all protocols [7], and this
total energy is shared in the two phases. Let β be the frac-
tion of the total energy allocated in the first phase. If Es is
the radiated energy per symbol in direct transmission, then
2βEs and 2(1 − β)Es are the energy per symbol in phases
one and two, respectively.

2.2 Channel Model and Outage Probability
Orthogonal channels based on time division multiplexing

as shown in Fig. 2 are used. The channels are assumed
to be spatially independent, flat-fading, with additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN). The channel model is then

yi,j = hi,jxi,j + ni,j (1)

where xi,j and yi,j are the inputs and outputs of the chan-
nel, respectively. The sources are i ∈ {s, r}; destinations
j ∈ {s, r, d} with i 6= j; hi,j is the fading coefficient contain-
ing shadowing and path-loss effects; and ni,j is the AWGN
component which is distributed as N(0, N0). In this work,
|hi,j | is assumed to be Rayleigh-distributed (hence, |hi,j |

2 is
exponentially distributed) and remains constant during the
two phase durations (i.e. block fading channel).

Consider the direct transmission of the source’s message
Xs to the destination. When the instantaneous capacity of
the channel over which the message Xs is transmitted is less
than the desired rate R (bit/s/Hz), or when the instanta-
neous Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) of this channel given as
γs,d = |hs,d|

2 P
No

is less than some threshold value, where P
and No are the average signal and noise powers, respectively,
then the destination wrongly decodes Xs, and an outage is
said to occur. Let Xs be the representation of Xs when it is
in outage. For |hi,j |

2 exponentially distributed, the outage
probability is given as [8]

P ( Xs ) = P
(

γs,d < 2R − 1
)

= 1 − exp

(

−
2R − 1

Γs,d

)

(2)

where Γs,d is the channel’s average SNR measured in natural
units. Note that R will be replaced by 2R in repetition and
network-coding-based protocols, and by R/α or R in phases
one and two, respectively, of coded cooperation protocol,
because of the shorter time available per phase.

3. REVIEW OF COOPERATIVE TRANSMIS-
SION PROTOCOLS

This section reviews various CT protocols. For compact-

ness of our representation, let X
(j,k)
i be a message of node

i transmitted in the link from node j to node k, and it also
represents the event that the transmission is working cor-

rectly. As in Section 2, X
(j,k)
i denotes the outage event.

3.1 Static decode-and-forward protocols
The static DF protocol without network coding is first

proposed in [9]. In this protocol, the relay decodes and al-
ways forwards the source’s message. To avoid error propa-
gation, the relay is required to correctly decode the source’s
message, and a decoding failure at the relay leads to the

define spectral efficiency R (bits/s/Hz) for outage computa-
tion, and for different protocols the values of R follow the
same relationships as the bit rates discussed here.
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Figure 3: Static decode-and-forward protocol. (a)
First-phase transmission and (b) In the second
phase, the relay and source forward Xs and Xr, re-
spectively, if messages from the first phase are re-
ceived correctly, and Xs and Xr, respectively, if mes-
sages are incorrectly received.

outage of the source’s message. It is reported in [9] that
this protocol does not achieve full diversity. Unlike the as-
sumption in the mentioned reference, in the presence of a
good source-destination link, the destination can recover the
source’s message only from the source’s first-phase transmis-
sion, making the re-transmission by the relay unnecessary
and also relaxes the decoding requirement imposed on it.

To take this first-phase transmission into account, the fol-
lowing sequence of decoding at the destination is assumed:
“the destination starts decoding the source’s message from
the source’s first-phase transmission only, and only if it fails
to decode correctly, then it combines the messages received
from the source/relay-destination links and does the decoding
again. If the decoding failure still persists, then an outage is
said to occur”. As will be demonstrated in the result section,
there is a significant improvement in performance of static
protocols because of the mentioned sequence of decoding.
Below, we review static protocols without and with network
coding.

3.1.1 Static protocol without network coding
Depending on the source-relay channel (the success of de-

coding at the relay), there are two cases to consider (Fig. 3).
In the analysis, repetition coding at the relay is assumed.

Case 1: The relay decods the source’s message correctly
(Fig. 3a and b). In this case, Xs is received twice at the des-
tination from the source/relay-destination links, and these

two messages are combined using MRC. Let X
(s,d:r,d)
s be

an event representing this combined message. The outage
event, written as X(s,1), is then

X(s,1) = X(s,r)
s · X

(s,d)
s · X

(s,d:r,d)
s (3)

where the subscript 1 refers to the case and ‘·’ is the logical
‘and’ operator.

Equation (3) states that, under the given source-relay

channel case, the source will be in outage if both X
(s,d)
s ,

the source’s first-phase transmission to the destination, and

the combined message represented by X
(s,d:r,d)
s , are in out-

age. Also X
(s,r)
s in (3) indicates the correct reception of the

source’s message at the relay. If coherent reception at the

destination is further assumed, then the event X
(s,d)
s in (3)

will be included in X
(s,d:r,d)
s . To explain, if the same message

Xs is transmitted from the source and relay and coherent
reception at the relay is assumed (i.e. the phase of Xs from



the two transmissions is perfectly estimated at the destina-
tion), then a decoding failure from the combined message

X
(s,d:r,d)
s implies a decoding failure from the source’s first-

phase transmission X
(s,d)
s . The outage event in (3) is then

re-written as

X(s,1) = X(s,r)
s · X

(s,d:r,d)
s . (4)

Case 2: The relay decodes the source’s message wrongly,
irrespective of the decoding result at the source. In this case,
the success of correct reception at the destination depends
on the source’s first-phase transmission only.

X(s,2) = X
(s,r)
s · X

(s,d)
s . (5)

Equations (4) and (5) form events which are mutually ex-
clusive, and can be combined to get an overall event of

Xs = X(s,1) + X(s,2)

= X
(s,r)
s · X

(s,d)
s + X(s,r)

s · X
(s,d:r,d)
s . (6)

Note that the ‘+’ in (6) represents the logical ‘or’ operator.
Equation (6) states that, in the event of poor source-relay

channel, the outage event of the source’s message depends
only on the source’s first-phase transmission; and in the
event of reliable source-relay link, this outage is determined
by the combined transmissions from the source and relay.
Probability of the event in (6) is

P
(

Xs

)

= P
(

X
(s,r)
s

)

P
(

X
(s,d)
s

)

+

P
(

X
(s,r)
s

)

P
(

X
(s,d:r,d)
s

)

(7)

because of the assumed independence of the channels. As in
(2), the first three probabilities in (7) are evaluated using

P
(

X
(j,k)
i

)

= 1 − exp

(

−
22R − 1

2βjΓj,k

)

(8)

where βj is the fraction of power allocated3 by node j. To

compute P
(

X
(s,d:r,d)
s

)

, we need the instantaneous SNR of

X
(s,d:r,d)
s , which is 2βγs,d + 2(1 − β)γr,d and the summa-

tion is because of the MRC. This is the sum of two ex-
ponentially distributed random variables, and the cumula-

tive distribution function (CDF) given by P
(

X
(s,d:r,d)
s

)

=

P
(

2βγs,d + 2(1 − β)γr,d < 22R − 1
)

is evaluated using [9, ap-
pendix I]
{

1 −
[(

λu

λu−λv

)

exp (−λvw) +
(

λv

λv−λu

)

exp (−λuw)
]

1 − (1 + λw) exp (−λw)
. (9)

The terms λu = 1
2βΓs,d

and λv = 1
2(1−β)Γr,d

are the param-

eters of the two exponentially distributed random variables.
The first equation is when λu 6= λv and the second when
λu = λw = λ, and w = 22R − 1 is the threshold value.

3.1.2 Network-coding-based static protocol
In this non-adaptive protocol, the source and relay per-

form a network coding operation before forwarding (Fig. 4).
If any one of the two nodes has wrongly decoded the other’s
message, then the network-coded message to be forwarded

3In our case, an identical power allocation is used by both
the source and relay, and βj will have a value of β for the
first phase, and (1 − β) for the second phase transmissions.
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Figure 4: Network-coding-based static decode-and-
forward protocol. (a) First-phase transmission and
(b) In the second phase, Xs ⊕ Xr is transmitted by
the source and the relay (if transmissions from the
first phase are received correctly).

by that node contains a wrong message. Depending on the
source-relay channels, there are four cases to consider and
are presented below.

Case 1: Both the source and relay decode each other’s
message correctly. In the two phases, the source transmits
Xs and Xs ⊕ Xr = Xs⊕r and the relay transmits Xr and
Xs⊕r (Fig 4a and b). The outage event is then

X(s,1) = X(s,r)
s · X(r,s)

r · X
(s,d)
s ·

(

X
(r,d)
r + X

(s,d:r,d)
s⊕r

)

. (10)

We see that even if Xs from the first-phase transmission
fails, the destination is still able to recover Xs by combining
Xr and Xs⊕r, provided both are correctly recovered.4 Ex-

pressed equivalently, for the source to be in outage X
(s,d)
s

and at least one of X
(r,d)
r and X

(s,d:r,d)
s⊕r must be in outage.

Also X
(r,s)
r in (10) indicates the correct reception of Xr at

the source.
Case 2: Neither the source nor the relay decodes each

other’s message correctly, hence the outage of the source’s
message depends on its first-phase transmission only.

X(s,2) = X
(s,r)
s · X

(r,s)
r · X

(s,d)
s . (11)

Case 3: The relay correctly decodes the source’s mes-
sage, but the source cannot decode the relay’s message cor-
rectly. In this case, the source’s second-phase transmission
and the combined network-coded message contain erroneous
messages, and the outage event depends on the first-phase
transmission only, as in (11).

X(s,3) = X(s,r)
s · X

(r,s)
r · X

(s,d)
s . (12)

Note that in (12), if we further allow the destination to take
decision by combining (considering) each transmission sep-
arately, which we call it multi-level combining, then

X(s,3) = X(s,r)
s · X

(r,s)
r · X

(s,d)
s ·

(

X
(r,d)
r + X

(r,d)
s⊕r

)

= X(s,r)
s · X

(r,s)
r · X

(s,d)
s · X

(r,d)
r . (13)

The second equation in (13) results for the block-fading
channel assumption, if identical rate and power allocations
are used in the two phases, then a failure from the first phase
implies a failure in the second phase.

Case 4: The source correctly decodes the relay’s mes-
sage, but the relay cannot decode the source’s message cor-
rectly. In the second phase, the transmission by the relay

4Note that (x ⊕ y) ⊕ x = y and (x ⊕ y) ⊕ y = x.
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Figure 5: Repetition-coding-based adaptive decode-
and-forward protocols. (a) First-phase transmis-
sions and (b) in the second phase, the relay either
forwards Xs, remains silent, or repeats Xr, depend-
ing on the decoding result and protocol used. The
source will do the same operation.

contains erroneous message.

X(s,4) = X
(s,r)
s · X(r,s)

r · X
(s,d)
s . (14)

If the destination is allowed to do the multi-level combina-
tion as in (13), then (14) becomes

X(s,4) = X
(s,r)
s · X

(r,s)
r · X

(s,d)
s ·

(

X
(r,d)
r + X

(s,d)
s⊕r

)

. (15)

Such multi-level combining consideration will definitely im-
prove the performance of the protocol, but also increase
the number of combinations the destination has to perform;
hence we will base our discussion on (12) and (14). Combin-
ing the events in (10)-(14) the overall event is then written
as

Xs = X(s,r)
s · X(r,s)

r · X
(s,d)
s ·

(

X
(r,d)
r + X

(s,d:r,d)
s⊕r

)

+

X
(s,d)
s ·

(

X
(s,r)
s + X

(r,s)
r

)

. (16)

The corresponding outage probability can be written as in
(7), but the probability rule P (A ∪ B) = P (A) + P (B) −
P (A ∩ B) should be applied to the events in brackets. To

evaluate P
(

X
(s,d:r,d)
s⊕r

)

, we use (9) with the parameters λu =
1

2(1−β)Γs,d
and λv = 1

2(1−β)Γr,d
and the same threshold value

as above. The other probabilities can be evaluated using (8).

3.2 Adaptive decode-and-forward protocols
In adaptive DF protocols, depending on the decoding re-

sult of the source’s message, the relay has the options to
forward either the source’s message, the network-coded mes-
sage, its own message, or remain silent.5 The idea of remain-
ing silent originates from [7], and there the author proposed
that, as the gain received by repeating own messages dur-
ing decoding failure does not bring about significant perfor-
mance improvement, nodes would save energy by remaining
silent. This absence of transmission could also be sensed
by the destination, and helps the destination to differentiate
the decoding result at the nodes. We broadly categorized
the adaptive protocols into three groups: repetition-coding-
based, network-coding-based, and coded cooperation. Pro-
tocols with the option of remaining silent will be discussed
along with repetition and network-coding-based protocols,
rather than treating them as an independent group.

5In hybrid CT protocols, the relay switches to AF strategy
after decoding failure; we ignore this case here as AF-based
protocols are not the focus of this paper.

3.2.1 Repetition-coding-based adaptive protocols
In these protocols, if the relay is successful in decoding

the source’s message, then it forwards this message to the
destination in the second phase. If decoding failure occurs,
then the relay can either repeat its own message or remain
silent. The outage events for the four cases as in the above
protocol are formulated below.

Case 1: In the two phases, the source transmits Xs and
Xr and the relay transmits Xr and Xs (Fig. 5a and b). The
outage event is then

X(s,1) = X(s,r)
s · X(r,s)

r · X
(s,d)
s · X

(s,d:r,d)
s

= X(s,r)
s · X(r,s)

r · X
(s,d:r,d)
s . (17)

The second equation in (17) results as the event X
(s,d)
s is

included in the event X
(s,d:r,d)
s , as explained in (4).

Case 2: If nodes (i.e. the relay and the source) remain
silent during failure, then the outage event is determined by
the first-phase transmission only.

X(s,2) = X
(s,r)
s · X

(r,s)
r · X

(s,d)
s . (18)

If nodes repeat their own message during failure, the outage
event is then

X(s,2) = X
(s,r)
s · X

(r,s)
r · X

(s,d)
s · X

(s,d:s,d)
s

= X
(s,r)
s · X

(r,s)
r · X

(s,d:s,d)
s (19)

where (s, d : s, d) is the combined message from the source-
destination transmissions in the two phases. To compute

the probability P
(

X
(s,d:s,d)
s

)

, we require the instantaneous

SNR of X
(s,d:s,d)
s given by 2βγs,d +2(1−β)γs,d = 2γs,d, and

(8) can be used with the average SNR replaced by 2Γs,d.
Case 3: In the second phase, the source either remains

silent or transmits its own message and the relay transmits
Xs. If the source remains silent, the outage event is

X(s,3) = X(s,r)
s · X

(r,s)
r · X

(s,d:r,d)
s (20)

or if the source decides to repeat its own message, then Xs

will be received three times and the outage event becomes

X(s,3) = X(s,r)
s · X

(r,s)
r · X

(s,d:s,d:r,d)
s . (21)

The instantaneous SNR of X
(s,d:s,d:r,d)
s , which is the result

of the MRC of the three messages, is 2βγs,d +2(1−β)γs,d +
2(1−β)γr,d = 2γs,d +2(1−β)γr,d. Equation (9) can be used

to compute the outage probability P
(

X
(s,d:s,d:r,d)
s

)

, with

parameters λu = 1
2Γs,d

and λv = 1
2(1−β)Γr,d

, and the same

threshold value. We also not that, in this case, the relay
does not benefit from the cooperation.

Case 4: In the second phase, the relay either remains
silent or transmits its own message (which does not matter
for the source’s message), but the source transmits Xr. The
outage event is given as

X(s,4) = X
(s,r)
s · X(r,s)

r · X
(s,d)
s . (22)

The source does not benefit from cooperation, and the over-
all event is written by combining the events in (17)-(22).

Note that in adaptive protocols, to perform the combin-
ing and network decoding at the destination, the destination
should acquire knowledge of the successes of decoding at the
source and relay. This could be achieved by incorporating
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Figure 6: Network-coding-based adaptive decode-
and-forward protocols. (a) First-phase transmis-
sions and (b) in the second phase, the relay either
forwards Xs ⊕ Xr, remains silent, or repeats Xr, de-
pending on the decoding result and protocol used.
The source will do the same operation.

one additional bit in the second phase transmission, and this
extra bit can be further assumed to be a strongly protected
one [8]. In static protocols, such knowledge is not required.
Also in all protocols, to detect errors in the received mes-
sages, some kind of error detection mechanism such as cyclic
redundancy check (CRC) is assumed.

3.2.2 Network-coding-based adaptive protocols
These protocols are basically the same as the repetition-

coding-based protocols seen above except in the event of de-
coding success, in which case nodes forward Xs⊕Xr. These
protocols help to curb the imbalances created in Cases 3
and 4 of the repetition-based protocol, as Xs ⊕Xr contains
information that helps the decoding of both the source and
relay nodes.

The outage events in the current protocols are also similar
to the static protocol based on network coding with multi-
level combination at the destination, except in the former
the adaptation is done at the source and relay rather than
at the destination as in the later. Equations (10)-(15) can be

used here with X
(s,d)
s and X

(r,d)
r replaced by X

(s,d:s,d)
s and

X
(r,d:r,d)
r in Cases 2, 3 and 4, if nodes repeat their own

message. For brevity, we omit listing out the four cases.

3.2.3 Coded cooperation protocol
This is an adaptive DF scheme, which is based on trans-

mitting additional incremental redundancy symbols [8, 15].
In coded cooperation, the source and relay broadcast a mes-
sage of N1 symbols in the first phase. If they are success-
ful in decoding each others’ transmissions, then in the sec-
ond phase they forward N2 additional redundancy symbols.
If decodings fail, then they forward additional N2 symbols
forming redundancy for their own message. At the desti-
nation, the two messages of length N1 and N2 are com-
bined to form a strong (in coding sense) message of length
N = N1 + N2.

The proportion of the two phases can be adjusted by the
cooperation level α = N1/N that defines the proportion of
the first phase, and α can be adjusted to optimally allocate
redundancy in the two phases. For example, a large α pro-
vides more redundancy (a stronger code) in the first phase,
which may be required if Γs,r is low. However, optimizing
α is not trivial due to the dependence on the channel statis-
tics. Further details on these dependencies on optimizing α
are provided in [11]. The outage events can be formulated
into four cases as above, and β = 1

2
is considered.
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Figure 7: Outage probability vs Γs,d results of static
protocols without (solid line) and with (dashed
lines) network coding. Results are based on Γs,r =
0, 10, and 30 dB; NC stands for network coding.

Case 1: In the two phases, the source transmits its mes-
sage Xs of length N1 and the relay’s additional redundancy
symbols of length N2, and the relay transmits its message of
Xr of length N1 and source’s additional redundancy symbols
of length N2. The outage event is then

X(s,1) = X(s,r)
s · X(r,s)

r · X
(s,d:r,d)
s . (23)

The outage probability of the events in (23), and of course
the subsequent events as well, are derived and presented
in [8]; we simply refer them in this work.

P
(

X
(s,d:r,d)
s

)

= P
(

(1 + γs,d)α (1 + γr,d)1−α < 2R
)

. (24)

To compute P
(

X
(s,r)
s

)

and P
(

X
(r,s)
r

)

, we can use (8) with

2R replaced by R/α.
Case 2: If they are unable to decode each other’s mes-

sage correctly, then they transmit their own additional N2

symbols.

X(s,2) = X
(s,r)
s · X

(r,s)
r · X

(s,d:s,d)
s . (25)

In this case, the outage probability P
(

X
(s,d:r,d)
s

)

is evalu-

ated using (2), as in direct transmission.
Case 3: In this case, the source transmits its own redun-

dancy symbols in the second phase, and these redundancy
symbols are also received from the relay. The outage event

X(s,3) = X(s,r)
s · X

(r,s)
r · X

(s,d:s,d:r,d)
s . (26)

The outage probability of P
(

X
(s,d:s,d:r,d)
s

)

is the same as

(24) except that the term γr,d is replaced by γs,d + γr,d, as
the SNRs of the additional incremental symbols accumulate
at the destination.

Case 4: Both the source and relay transmit the relay’s
additional redundancy symbols.

X(s,4) = X
(s,r)
s · X(r,s)

r · X
(s,d)
s . (27)

The probability P
(

X
(s,d)
s

)

= P
(

γs,d < 2R/α − 1
)

. The

overall event is the combination of the events in (23)–(27).
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Figure 8: Outage probability vs Γs,d results of
adaptive protocols based on repetition coding (solid
lines) and network coding (dashed lines), both with
the option to remain silent if decoding fails. Γs,r =
0, 10, and 30 dB are used; RC stands for repetition
coding.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Outage probability results of the protocols discussed in

Section 3 and the direct transmission are presented here.
Results are based on an information rate of R = 1/4, en-
ergy allocations of β = 1/2 (unless stated), and symmetri-
cal source-relay (Γs,r = Γr,s) and source/relay-destination
(Γs,d = Γr,d) channels. For the coded cooperation protocol,
results for low and high cooperation levels (α = 1/2 and
α = 3/4) are shown, which helps to illustrate the effect of
the cooperation level α.

Fig. 7 depicts the outage probability vs Γs,d (dB) of static
protocols without and with network coding. We see that at
lower Γs,r values (example 0 dB), the performance of these
protocols is near the direct transmission; and at higher Γs,r

values (example 30 dB), the performance improves substan-
tially and a diversity order of two, taking direct transmission
as reference, can be achieved. This is unlike what has been
reported in [9], were static protocols cannot achieve full di-
versity; this improvement in performance is attributed to
the new sequence of decoding introduced at the destination.

Static protocols are relatively simple to implement as the
destination does not need to know decoding results at the
source and relay, and the relay (source) also does not need
to worry about the errors contained in the message it has re-
ceived from the source (relay). This simplicity of implemen-
tation, if supported by the presence of reliable source-relay
channels, would make static protocols attractive. Within
static protocols, the performance of the protocol with net-
work coding is poor as compared to the protocol without
network coding; hence there is no incentive to use network
coding in static protocols.

Next shown in Fig. 8 are the outage probability results
of repetition and network-coding-based adaptive protocols,
both with the option of remaining silent during decoding
failure. At lower Γs,r values of 0 and 10 dB, there is an
improvement in performance of protocols based on network
coding, as compared to protocols without network coding;
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Direct transmission
RC−based AdDF, β = 1/2
RC−based AdDF, β = 2/3
NC−based AdDF, β = 1/2
NC−based AdDF, β = 2/3
Coded cooperation, α = 1/2
Coded cooperation, α = 3/4

Figure 9: Outage probability vs Γs,d results of adap-
tive protocols based on repetition (solid lines) and
network (dashed lines) coding, both with the op-
tion to repeat their own messages if decoding fails,
and coded cooperation (dotted lines). Γs,r = 0 dB;
β = 1/2 and 2/3 for repetition and network-coding-
based protocols; β = 1/2, and α = 1/2 and 3/4 for
coded cooperation. AdDF stands for adaptive DF.

this improvement is appreciable when Γs,d is greater than 10
dB. On the other hand, protocols without network coding
perform better than their network-coded counterparts when
the source-relay channels are of high quality (example 30
dB); and at this Γs,r value both protocols achieve a diversity
order of two.

Fig. 9 (when Γs,r = 0 dB), Fig. 10 (when Γs,r = 10 dB),
and Fig. 11 (when Γs,r = 30 dB) are outage probability re-
sults of repetition-coding and network-coding-based adap-
tive protocols, both with the option of repeating an own
message during decoding failure, and coded cooperation pro-
tocol. From Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, we see that at lower Γs,r

values, namely 0 and 10 dB, the network-coding-based pro-
tocol outperforms the other two protocols. Also, for the first
two protocols, we see the advantage of allocating more en-
ergy in the first phase (i.e. higher β value). This is logical in
that at lower source-relay SNR values, the source and relay
should allocate more power in the first phase than in the
second phase. In the coded cooperation protocol, a larger
α shows a better performance. Here, the increased redun-
dancy in the first phase (i.e. large α) compensates for the
low Γs,r. With α = 3/4 it achieves higher performance than
the repetition-coding-based protocol.

In Fig. 11, the comparison is done for Γsr = 30 dB (a high
quality link). The network-coding protocol with β = 1/2
performs worse; and coded cooperation with α = 1/2 per-
forms relatively better than the other protocols. It is in-
teresting that compared to the cases with lower Γs,r (Fig.
9, 10), here the effect of α has reversed. Due to the good
source-relay links, here it is beneficial to allocate more re-
dundancy to the second phase, i.e. choosing a smaller α
than with low Γs,r.

Finally, let us investigate if there is an advantage by re-
maining silent instead of repeating one’s own message in rep-
etition and network-coding-based adaptive protocols. The
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RC−based AdDF, β = 1/2
RC−based AdDF, β = 2/3
NC−based AdDF, β = 1/2
NC−based AdDF, β = 2/3
Coded cooperation, α = 1/2
Coded cooperation, α = 3/4

Figure 10: Outage probability vs Γs,d results for the
same three adaptive protocols considered in Fig. 9;
the only exception is here Γs,r = 10 dB used. In
both figures, the curves of coded cooperation with
α = 1/2 and repetition coding with β = 1/2 appear
overlapping.

results in Fig. 12 show that, in repetition-coding-based pro-
tocol, at lower Γs,r values (example 0 dB) there is a slight
advantage by repeating one’s own message during decoding
failure; and at Γs,r values higher than 0 dB, there is neg-
ligible advantage by repeating one’s own message, and the
curves for Γs,r 10 dB and 30 dB appear overlapping. In the
network-coding-based protocols, as illustrated in Fig. 13,
there is a clear advantage of repeating one’s own message at
lower Γs,r values (example 0 dB); and at a moderate value
of 10 dB, the performance improvement is evident at higher
values of Γs,d. In the presence of a reliable source-relay link
(example Γs,r = 30 dB), like the results in Fig. 12, there is
negligible performance gain by repeating one’s own message
during decoding failure; this is not surprising as decoding
failure at the relay, at high Γs,r values, rarely happens.

5. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS
Throughout this paper, we have presented the outage prob-

ability analysis of various cooperative transmission proto-
cols, and also introduced the idea of using additional net-
work coding in the existing protocols. Outage probability re-
sults are presented following the analysis, and source-relay-
channels-based performance comparisons are done. Based
on the results, we can draw the following conclusions.

• Static protocols are found to achieve full diversity, pro-
vided the destination performs the decoding from the
source’s first-phase transmission, before attempting to
decode from the combined message.

• Static protocols do not benefit from network coding.

• In adaptive protocols, contrary to static protocols, in-
corporating network coding delivers performance im-
provement, and this improvement is noticeable when
the source-relay links are poor.
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RC−based AdDF, β = 2/3
NC−based AdDF, β = 1/2
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Coded cooperation, α = 1/2
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Figure 11: Outage probability vs Γs,d results for the
same three adaptive protocols considered in Fig. 9
and Fig. 10 above. The only difference is, here
Γs,r = 30 dB is used.

• With reliable source-relay channels, coded cooperative
protocols, with a low cooperation level α, perform rela-
tively better. In the case of unreliable channels, higher
values of α give better performance. This calls for
cooperation level adaptation (i.e. finding an optimal
value of α) which is currently a subject of our study.

• In repetition-coding-based protocols, when the source-
relay channels are unreliable, repeating one’s own mes-
sage during decoding failure offers slight advantage
over remaining silent, but this advantage vanishes even
at moderate source-relay channels (example 10 dB).

• But in network-coding-based protocols, there is a clear
advantage of repeating one’s own message; and this
advantage is significant at poor source-relay link.

• Although not studied at length, we have demonstrated
the effect of the energy allocation in each phase on
the performance of adaptive protocols. Based on the
results, allocating more energy in the first phase gives
better performance. This also needs to be explored
further.

We believe that the above results, within the scope of the
covered protocols, would give a guide when to prefer one
protocol over the other. One of the significances of network
coding is in asymmetrical networks, to curb imbalances cre-
ated in cooperation between source and relay, when asym-
metric source-relay channels exist. To our knowledge, only
space-time coded cooperation attempts to address this is-
sue, and hence network coding could be the next candidate.
Also the power allocation in each phase, with the objective
of system performance improvement, is an area to look into
further. We also cite the application of network coding in
multi-user environments, designing appropriate higher-level
protocols that exploits network coding, and implementation
issues as areas that worth further study.
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Figure 12: Outage probability vs Γs,d results of
repetition-coding-based adaptive protocols with the
options of either remaining silent (solid lines) or re-
peating one’s own message (dashed lines) when de-
coding failure occurs. The curves with identical Γs,r

values of 10 dB and 30 dB appear overlapping with
each other.
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